
At Anthem, we believe the future of sustainable health 
care is to focus on preventive and proactive care driven 
by digital technology. This can yield powerful  
interconnections between benefit plans, network 
providers, care managers and wellness tools. 

That’s why we’ve created Sydney. It’s so much more 
than a mobile app. Sydney is a personal health ally 
powered by AI that feels as if it’s a real person. 
Personalization is what makes it different from other 
apps on the market today. Through data, predictive 
analytics and AI, Anthem customizes each experience 
to the member to serve a population of one. 

Using Sydney and anthem.com, your employees 
get answers faster with our interactive mobile chat 
feature powered by AI. They can find a doctor, 
dentist or eye doctor in a snap - even map their 
location and distance. And with digital ID cards, they 
don’t have to shuffle through their wallets or worry 
about losing cards. Our digital tools connect 
members with the right resources at the right time.

The future is here. Digital tools that make 
the benefits experience better.
Anthem’s Sydney mobile app uses the latest in digital technology and artificial intelligence (AI) to 
deliver a more personalized benefits experience to your employees. It's simple and easy to use.
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“I have so many cards in my wallet —  
how do I keep my health insurance  

card at hand?”

“How do I find a participating 
doctor or dentist?”

“How do I know how 
much I’ll owe?”

“Can I sync my fitness tracker with 
my health plan app?” 

their benefits including medical, dental, vision, life 
and disability - anytime, anywhere. Because keeping 
your employees healthy means keeping them 
connected to their health all the time, not just when 
they have a claim. It’s all focused on motivating them 
to be their healthiest. 

Sydney and anthem.com work seamlessly together to  
make it easy for your employees to connect with all  
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Sydney and anthem.com aren't just for medical plans
Our digital tools have your employees covered for dental, vision, life or disability too. Whether they are a 
dental only customer or have multiple Anthem plans, we’re here 24/7 for your employees.

Interactive chat feature
Personalized dental care alerts
Daily digest of tips
Find a dentist
Digital ID card
Check benefits
See claims 
Ask a Hygienist
Dental Cost Estimator

Personalized dental care alerts
Find a dentist
Digital ID card
Check benefits
See claims 
Ask a Hygienist
Dental Health Assessment 
Dental Cost Estimator

Dental 
on anthem.com website

Personalized vision care alerts
Find an eye doctor
Digital ID card
Check benefits
See claims 

Check benefits
Online claims submission 
Resource Advisor 
Travel Assistance

Dental
on Sydney mobile app

Vision
on Sydney mobile app on Sydney mobile app 

Coming soon

Life & Disability 

Vision 
on anthem.com website on anthem.com website

Interactive chat feature
Personalized vision care alerts
Daily digest of tips
Find an eye doctor
Digital ID card
Check benefits
See claims 

Life & Disability 

We're just getting started. Stay tuned for updates as we expand Sydney's 
capabilities. Talk to your broker or Anthem representative to learn more.

Personalized care alerts require an Anthem medical plan in addition to a dental or vision plan. Life and disability online claims submission applies to self-bill and list-bill clients. All other life amd disability 
functionality applies to list-bill clients only. 




